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By Judge, Lita.

Atheneum. 1 Cloth(s), 2013. hard. Book Condition: New. "In her nearly wordless follow-up to Red
Sled, Lita Judge again takes prereaders along on a sound effectsfilled romp through a peaceable
kingdom of young wild animals. After washing a red cap and hanging it on the clothesline to dry,
the same child from that earlier book retreats into a thatched cottage. But the dangling cap proves
to be an irresistible temptation to a certain bear cub, who yanks it off the line with a "Fffwwup" and
scampers off, crowing "Roweeeee"but not before a raccoon grabs the end, crying "Hiii-ya!" The
chase is on, and the story doesn't so much unfold as unravel, until all that's left is a long red
thread."Young fans will love reading and rereading this nearly wordless continuation of the
adventure of the hat from Judge's marvelous winter tale, Red Sled . The watercolor-and-pencil
illustrations are deceptively simple and strike the perfect chord of energy and emotion that is the
definition of a curious and accidentally naughty preschooler."Kirkus Reviews (starred review)" 34.
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This publication will be worth purchasing. This is for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I discovered this publication from my
dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Ma cey Cum m er a ta-- Ma cey Cum m er a ta

This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD
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